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On Metapragmatic Gaslighting:
Truth and Trump’s Epistemic
Tactics in a Plague Year

Aurora Donzelli, Sarah Lawrence College, USA; University of Bologna, Italy

ABSTRACT
This article focuses on the nexus between political discourse and contemporary concerns
about the arbitration of truth to argue that Trump’s way of using speech about speech
(i.e., his metapragmatic discourse) resembles the manipulation tactic commonly called
gaslighting. Based on examples drawn from 2020 (i.e., White House press conferences
and electoral presidential debates), I explore Trump’s metapragmatic gaslighting both
as an epistemic tactic for the manipulation of information and as an effective style of polit-
ical self-presentation. By analyzing specific instances of Trump’s metapragmatic com-
mentaries that blatantly contradict shared pragmatic principles for the interpretation of
utterances’ illocutionary force and denotational content, I show how Trump is able to pre-
sent himself as a champion of semantic and moral candor and simultaneously promote
a highly personalist view of the meaning-making process. In so doing, I also propose a
metapragmatic approach to the epistemological and political predicaments posed by the
“post-truth” epistemic regime.

On October 7, 2020, during what in Europe and North America became
known as the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, US vice presi-
dent Mike Pence and his Democratic Party rival (and US senator) Ka-

mala Harris took part in a widely watched 90-minute-long faceoff leading up to
the November presidential election.1 Minutes into the debate, Pence began to
speak while Harris was still holding the floor. Reacting to the disruption caused

Contact Aurora Donzelli at Piazza San Giovanni in Monte 2, 40126 Bologna, Italy; and 1 Mead Way, Bronx-
ville, NY 10708, USA (adonzelli@sarahlawrence.edu; aurora.donzelli@unibo.it).

I would like to thank Asif Agha and two reviewers for the useful comments they provided on an earlier
version of this article. As always, any remaining errors are mine.
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1. The debate drew a nearly unprecedented viewership of 57.9 million people, “the second-highest audi-
ence ever for a matchup between vice presidential candidates” (Richwine 2020).
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by her opponent’s overlapping voice, Harris raised her left hand in a halt gesture
and uttered in a poised but markedly firm voice what became a memorable
metapragmatic statement: “Mr. Vice President, I’m speaking.” Then, after a
pause, Harris repeated: “I am speaking,” at once describing what she was doing
(i.e., speaking) and requesting not to be interrupted during a tightly timed de-
bate (fig. 1).2 Harris’s remark quickly became buzzworthy and turned into one
of the most popular lines of the entire electoral race. In a matter of seconds, the
five-word sentence originated a flurry of citational posts on social media, whereby
celebrities and common users—unwittingly following the recycling and recon-
textualization process illustrated by Asif Agha (2011, 166–67)—would reiterate
slightly rephrased versions of the statement applauding its self-assertive subtext
(Spencer Saraim 2020). The statement soon began to circulate within the North
American semiosphere and political mediascape in a multifariousness of verbal,
visual, as well as material instantiations—through a series of viral videos on
YouTube, a countless number of memes, and as a political claim embellishing
a variety of electoral merchandise, ranging from T-shirts to coffee mugs, from
stickers to face masks, from pin badges to fridge magnets. Undoubtedly, there
was something inherently political in Harris’s metapragmatic utterance: its

Figure 1. Kamala Harris: “Mr. Vice President, I’m speaking” (screenshot by author)

2. Nodding profusely and smiling contemptuously, Harris repeated her metapragmatic statement later in
the debate while confuting Pence’s assertion that Joe Biden would raise taxes on American citizenry. For a clip
of this second iteration of the “I am speaking” utterance, see https://edition.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/10
/07/kamala-harris-mike-pence-i-am-speaking-moment-dbx-2020-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/2020-vice-presidential
-debate/. In this second case, Harris let Pence speak over her for several seconds without actually attempting at
regaining the floor, as if she wanted to expose her rival’s violation of the debate turn-taking structure.
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capacity to combine a matter-of-fact assertion with a performative evocation of
women empowerment discourse.3

My argument in this article is that to understand the impact and political po-
tential of Harris’s “I’m speaking”move (and the strict interplay of evidence and
agency embedded therein) we need to discuss the role of metapragmatics (i.e.,
speakers’ use of language to comment upon language-in-use) within contempo-
rary debates on fake news and post-truth. From a more general perspective, my
analysis aims at showing that while post-truth poses a number of dilemmas to
the anthropological imagination, a metapragmatic lens may help us recast the
debate through a different (and perhaps more anthropologically viable) frame-
work. Rather than focusing exclusively on the referential function of language
(and on the correspondence between words and the world), a metapragmatic
perspective reveals how, during the course of situated interactions, speakers
may use language not only to manufacture specific versions and interpretations
of reality, but also to lay claims on the truth value of what they say they are doing
with language. Put differently, I propose a linguistic anthropological antidote
to the epistemological and political challenges posed by the current crisis of fac-
ticity.4 Instead of getting caught into a dead-end polarization between radical
forms of positivist objectivism and social constructionism, a close analysis of
metapragmatic practicemay further our understanding of how bymaking state-
ments on their language-in-use, political actors simultaneously construct their
political self and their stance on moral norms and epistemic standards of inter-
action. Such an approach may open up a different way of addressing the conun-
drums of what is currently perceived as the blurring of the distinction between
facts and fiction.

During the last five-plus years, the notion of “post-truth” has saturated our
mediascapes becoming a buzzword both within lay public discourse and aca-
demic debates. Dating back to the early 1990s, when it was first used in an edito-
rial that Steve Tesich (1992) wrote for themagazine The Nation, the term reached
unprecedented popularity in the mid-2010s (Kozinets et al. 2020). According

3. Please note that unlike the emerging trend of using performative to mean a perfunctory and superficial
avowal of advocacy not backed up by deeds, my use of the term should be understood in relation to Austin’s
(1962) Speech Act Theory.

4. A distinctive feature of the rise of populist authoritarianisms across the globe concerns the adoption by
alt-right conspirationists of the tools of critical theory. In a famous self-critical essay, Bruno Latour (2004,
227) eloquently summarized the anthropologist’s dilemma of our present moment: while “entire Ph.D. pro-
grams are . . . running to make sure that good American kids are learning the hard way that facts are made
up, that there is no such thing as natural, unmediated, unbiased access to truth, that we are always prisoners
of language, that we always speak from a particular standpoint . . . dangerous extremists are using the very
same argument of social construction to destroy hard-won evidence that could save our lives. Was I wrong to
participate in the invention of this field known as science studies?”
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to the Oxford Dictionaries, which in 2016 named it “Word of the Year,” the term
post-truth denotes an epistemic regime in “which objective facts are less influen-
tial in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.” In
Tesich’s (1992) terms, post-truth is evocative of a “Government of Lies,” that is,
a political system based on the dissemination of fake information and the legiti-
mation of blatantly untrue facts paired with the social compliance of the citizenry,
which passively accepts the systematicmanipulation of truth andprefers the com-
fort of falsehood to the critical scrutiny of information.

The recent skyrocketing popularity of the term post-truth is clearly con-
nected to the growing anxiety regarding truth and facticity triggered by global
events and fueled by the circulation of a number of semiotic artifacts: from deep
fake videos to erudite digital narratives denying climate change,5 from news and
intelligence reports on nowhere-to-be-found weapons of mass destruction to
multimodal alt-right memes denying systemic racism, from antivaxxer banners
coopting slogans of the reproductive rights movement to newspaper editorials
normalizing sexual assaults.6 As we are still trying to understand whether our
present moment is the aftermath of one of the greatest pandemic outbreaks
of modern history or the beginning of a new viral endemic era, we grapple with
concerns about the manipulation of truth and the arbitration of reality.

Indeed, the USmediascape has become increasingly saturated with epistemic
angst and social debates aimed at discriminating objective truths from so called
“alternative facts.” For example, a few months prior to the Far Right US Capitol
insurrection of January 6, 2021, that led Twitter and Facebook to ban Donald
Trump from using their platforms, the US digital public sphere was shaken by
another (only apparently less dramatic) controversy: During the tumultuous
months of electoral campaign and pandemic emergency that preceded the No-
vember 2020 vote, Twitter started to apply a fact-checking label to President Trump’s
tweets (fig. 2). When, on May 26, 2020, the former president posted a series of
tweets suggesting that postal vote ballots would result into a rigged election, Twit-
ter took action and applied the tag “Get the facts aboutmail-in ballots” to Trump’s
tweets. Invoking their antimisinformation policy, a Twitter spokesperson ex-
plained to the Washington Post (Dwoskin 2020) that the rationale for the un-
precedented fact-checking label stemmed from the “potentially misleading in-
formation about voting processes” contained in Trump’s tweets, which had thus
to be “labeled to provide additional context around mail-in ballots.”

5. A deep fake is “a type of synthetic media . . . that is either manipulated or wholly generated by AI”
(Schick 2020, 8).

6. Kulick (2003); Hodges (2008); Yoon (2016); Briggs (2018); Jones (2018); Davies and Ernst (2019);
Schick (2020); Graves and Spencer (2022); McIntosh (2022).
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Trump’s responses were predictably enraged. On the evening of May 26, he
posted abrasive reactions to Twitter intervention: “Twitter is now interfering in
the 2020 Presidential Election. They are saying my statement on Mail-In Bal-
lots, which will lead to massive corruption and fraud, is incorrect, based on
fact-checking by Fake News CNN and the Amazon Washington Post,” and
“Twitter is completely stifling free speech and I, as President, will not allow
it to happen!”7

Figure 2. Twitter’s fact-checking label (courtesy of Twitter)

7. See https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-05-27/donald-trump-accuses-twitter-of-interfering-in-us-2020
-election/12290140.
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A few months later, in early October 2020, a similar type of flagging was ap-
plied to a tweet (fig. 3) in which President Trump, while still recovering from
COVID-19 one day after being discharged from the hospital, had downplayed
the dangers of the coronavirus pandemic.8 Unsurprisingly, the measure trig-
gered a flurry of enraged tweets against “Fake News CNN and the Amazon
Washington Post” by Trump and his supporters. However, while the public
commentary about this mediatic dispute focused almost exclusively on issues
of free speech, other aspects of the controversy remained relatively overlooked.
For example, Trump’s use of his own healing body as evidence of the truth value
of his claim about the allegedly mild risks of the virus epitomizes evidentiary
regimes pivoting on notions of transparency and accountability and common
to both populist and neoliberal democratic ideologies (Strathern 2000; West
and Sanders 2003). Further, by using his body to corroborate his own medical
theory, Trump positions himself as the ultimate locus of truth and promotes a
“populist epistemology” characterized by the rejection of scientific knowledge
and the proclamation of a highly personalist theory of meaning, which views
meaning “as owned by the individual speaker and exclusively defined by his in-
tentions” (Duranti 1988, 13; see also Rosaldo 1981; Hill 2000).9

Figure 3. Twitter’s reaction to Trump’s tweet about COVID-19’s mild lethality (courtesy
of Twitter).

8. Unlike Twitter, Facebook decided to altogether remove a similar post (Ingram 2020).
9. I am indebted to a reviewer for the insightful phrase “populist epistemology.”
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Even more interesting, aside from the discussion about free speech—an ar-
gument that was repeatedly invoked by the president himself—Trump’s stated
intention to repeal Section 230 of the Communication Decency Act is note-
worthy.10 By signing (onMay 28, 2020) an executive order that could potentially
undermine the legal immunity of social media companies like Facebook and
Twitter from being liable for third-party content posted on their sites, Trump
gestured toward an absolute liability regime (whereby platforms are responsible
for all third-party content even without any knowledge) as a reaction to the no-
tion of epistemic objectivity (i.e., that facts are independent from opinions and
interpretations) postulated by said platform’s fact-checking practices. Put dif-
ferently, Trump’s legal intervention implied a significant interconnection be-
tween the epistemic and the moral: If Twitter and Facebook have the right to
fact-check the truth value of their users’ content, then they should also be liable
for what their users publish on their platforms.

For anthropologists who have long conceived their work as a critical explo-
ration of the daily operations of ideological formations based on particular
interests (and for all those scholars interested in the social construction of real-
ity) the notion of “post-truth” poses a series of problems. As Ho and Cavanaugh
(2019, 160) point out, post-truth hints at a binary between self-evident objective
facts and unfounded opinions—a binary that may naturalize a positivist view of
science and thus neglect how scientific knowledge is always constructed, situ-
ated, and potentially usable to legitimize power.11

In this article, I draw on linguistic anthropological insights (Hill and Irvine
1993; Kuipers 2013; Dent 2019) to suggest that a fine-grained analysis of the
specific discursive practices through which socially situated actors construe au-
thoritative interpretations of facts and lay claims to truth may help resolve the
moral, political, and epistemological predicament anthropologists face in a time
in which post-truth (and the rigid binary between objective factual evidence and
“alternative facts”) has become a seemingly unavoidable frame of thought. In
this light, the concern about the arbitration of reality that characterizes our
contemporary mediascapes is, at least in part, a function of a referentialist bias,
which reductively conceptualizes language as a symbolic-denotational system
made of words that stand for things in the world and designed to communicate

10. Passed in 1996, this federal law (17 U. S. C § 230) states that: “No provider or user of an interactive
computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another infor-
mation content provider.”

11. Latour and Woolgar ([1979] 1986); Haraway (1991); Yanagisako and Delaney (1994); Taussing
(2019).
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information (Silverstein 1976).12 Indeed, as Hill (2008, 39) highlighted, this “ref-
erentialist ideology makes the question of whether or not statements are ‘true’
into a very salient issue.” I use examples drawn fromTrump’s discursive practices
and epistemic tactics to argue that an important (but not adequately explored)
side of contemporary concerns with facticity involves the metapragmatic func-
tion of language, that is, not so much how language is used to represent facts
(i.e., its denotational function), but how language is used to reflexively represent
how language is used.

Trump and the Epistemic Violence of Metapragmatic Gaslighting
The term metapragmatics was originally introduced by Michael Silverstein
(1976, 1993) to capture a specific form of metasemiotic activity whereby speak-
ers explicitly (e.g., through overt verba dicendi, as in Kamala Harris’s case) or
implicitly (i.e., through a variety of nonreferential indexical cues, such as pros-
ody, voice quality, and indirect appeals to socially identifiable genres and regis-
ters) interpret and provide signals on how to construe ongoing discursive activ-
ity and appropriately use language.13

Put differently, metapragmatics can be understood as a specific dimension of
the reflexive function of natural languages—one that concerns language’s po-
tential to be used to describe how language is or should be used to perform ac-
tions. In linking the performative and reflexive function, metapragmatics con-
stitutes a key dimension of political talk. It may be argued that what makes
language distinctively political is its capacity to be used not only as a performa-
tive dispositive to “do things with words” but also as reflexive instrument to ex-
press explicit commentaries on (and implicit allusions to) how language itself is
or should be used (see, e.g., Lempert and Silverstein 2012).

Since his rise to the political stage in 2015, Donald Trump’s unconventional
rhetoric and “unpresidential” style of self-presentation have attracted the at-
tention of laypersons, political commentators, as well as scholars of language
and communication.14 Several commentators have highlighted Trump’s linguis-
tic incoherence (Slotta 2020), inarticulacy (Leith 2017), unintelligibility (Sclafani
2017), abrasiveness (McIntosh and Mendoza-Denton 2020), childishness (Donzelli
and Budgen-Powell 2019), and defiance of Grice’s conversational implicatures

12. As Silverstein (1976) pointed out, the emphasis on referential denotation, common to professional
and vernacular language ideologies, occludes other important (i.e., performative, indexical, and metaprag-
matic) linguistic functions.

13. Urban (1984); Bakhtin (1986); Briggs (1986); Bauman and Briggs (1990); Lucy (1993); Agha (2005).
14. See, e.g., Hall et al. (2016); Lempert and Silverstein (2016); McGranahan (2017); Rosa and Bonilla

(2017); Stolee and Caton (2018); Hodges (2019); Fine (2020); McIntosh and Mendoza-Denton (2020).
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(Hodges 2020). Drawing on these analyses, this article further explores Trump’s
irreverent subversion of shared principles of communicative interaction by fo-
cusing on a type of epistemic violence that goes under the label of gaslighting.

The term comes from the title of a 1938 stage drama, Gas Light, which was
later adapted for the screen and made famous by George Cukor’s Oscar-winning
film starring Ingrid Bergman and Charles Boyer. In this black and white slow-
burnmystery thriller, a husband (played by Boyer) develops an elaborate plan to
rob his wife Paula (Bergman) of some valuable jewelry and have her committed
to a mental institution. To accomplish his manipulative project, the husband
tries to convince Paula that she is imagining things, in particular the occasional
dimming of their home’s gas lamps. Over time, Paula starts to believe her hus-
band’s lies and to question her own grasp on reality.

In more recent times, the term gaslighting has become current in popular
psychology and self-help literature as a label for radically deceptive behavior de-
ployed for bluntly denying infidelity. Even when confronted with factual evi-
dence, gaslighters firmly deny that they are cheating and claim that their part-
ners’ suspicions are not based on facts but derive instead from paranoia and
unfounded jealousy, driving, in the long run, the gaslit counterpart to become
unable to discriminate facts from fantasies. This lay notion has also inspired
a number of scholarly analyses from various disciplinary perspectives, ranging
from sociology (Sweet 2019) to psychology (Stern 2007; Stark 2019), from epis-
temology (Ivy 2017) to communication studies (Graves and Spencer 2022). In
this scholarly literature, gaslighting refers to a form of psychological abuse and
epistemic violence pivoting on a discursive strategy whereby an alternative and
unrecognizable reality is presented to the interlocutor as unquestionably true.
Gaslighting thus entails distorting an empirically verifiable reality and deliber-
ately presenting false information to the gaslightee with the aim of making them
question their ownmemory and perception of events and destabilize their sense
of reality. As Graves and Spencer (2022, 49) point out, however, this perspective
assumes, often implicitly, “that the competing knowledge claims of gaslighter
and gaslightee should be adjudicated with reference to an objective truth crite-
rion.” Such a conceptualization, modeled on the plot of Cukor’s movie and its
emphasis on the manipulative distortion of objective reality, neglects the essen-
tial insight shared by scholars interested in the social construction of reality
“that all knowledge claims are necessarily partial” (49).

In what follows, I offer a reflection on this model’s shortcomings (and the
general predicament underlying mainstream notions of post-truth) by adopting
a metapragmatic approach to gaslighting—one that instead of seeking to assess
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a simple correspondence between language and objective reality focuses on
what speakers claim they are doing as they are using language to objectify what
they are doing with language. More specifically, I draw on examples extracted
from White House press conferences held between March and August 2020
and on the presidential debates held in the fall of the same year to argue that
Trump’s reflexive use of language to referentially describe how language is used
is driven by a gaslighting approach to the meaning-making process.15 My goal is
to show that Trump’s metapragmatic discourse is both an epistemic tactic for
the manipulation of information and an effective style of political self-presentation.
By analyzing specific instances of Trump’s metapragmatic commentaries, which
blatantly contradict shared pragmatic principles for the interpretation of utter-
ances’ illocutionary force and denotational reference, my analysis shows how
Trump challenges liberals’ allegedly circumlocutory speech and presents his
manipulative discursive practice as a paradigm of semantic directness and moral
candor, promoting at once an agentive political self and a highly personalist view
of language and meaning. Let me start with an example taken from the first presi-
dential debate held in the fall of 2020.

The Metapragmatics of Political Condemnations
On the last Tuesday of September 2020, the incumbent president and his chal-
lenger Joe Biden appeared in front of the American public for what was sup-
posed to be the first of three 90-minute-long presidential debates.16 About one
hour into what was described as one of the most chaotic presidential debates
in history, the moderator, Chris Wallace of Fox News, asked President Trump
if he was willing to condemnwhite supremacists and right-wingmilitia members
who had contributed to create a climate of civil unrest in several US cities:17

1 Wallace You have repeatedly criticized the P (.) the Vice President for not
specifically calling out Antifa and other [left-wing groups

2 Trump [That’s right!

15. Note that a similar cinematographic allusion is made in the 2020 documentary by Dan Partland about
Trump, Unfit: The Psychology of Donald Trump.

16. The second debate, scheduled to take place on October 15, 2020, was later canceled due to Trump’s
getting infected with COVID-19 and his refusal to appear remotely. The final debate took place on October 22.

17. The debate was marked by an unusual amount of overlapping speech. In transcribing the exchange, I
used basic CA conventions: [ to mark overlaps; . for descending intonation; ? for rising intonation; bold for
increased volume; parentheses with pause length; double parentheses to provide information on nonverbal be-
havior and paralinguistic details; 5 to indicate absence of discernable silence between two utterances and a
slight overlap between speakers. A full transcript and recording of the debate is available at https://www.c
-span.org/video/?475793-1/trump-biden-debate and https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections
/2020/09/30/presidential-debate-read-full-transcript-first-debate/3587462001/.
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In spite of its semantic content, Trump’s interjection “That’s right!” (line 2) is
all but an indication of agreement. As signaled by its overlap with the qualifier
“left-wing” uttered by Wallace, Trump’s exclamation “That’s right!” wants to
underline his criticism of Antifa and of the Democratic nominee’s (to whom
Wallace refers as vice president) lack of condemnation of Antifa militants.

Wallace thus explicitly tries (lines 3 and 7) to engage President Trump in
an unequivocal expression of moral and political disapproval of the actions (and
presumably the ideas) of the white supremacist groups who constitute part of
his base. The prosody of Wallace’s speech is characterized by shifts in volume
and intonation and meaningful pauses as a way to invite Trump to provide a
definitive answer to the question (fig. 4). But once again, after expressing twice
his alleged willingness to discredit white supremacist groups (lines 4 and 6),
Trump backs off:

Figure 4. Chris Wallace: “Are you willing to condemn?” (screenshot by the author)
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3 Wallace but are you willing? tonight. to condemn white supremacists and
militia [groups

4 Trump [Sure!
5 Wallace And? (0.5) to say (0.5) that (0.3) they need (0.3) to stand down and not

add to the violence in a number of these cities as we saw in Kenosha and
as we’ve seen in Portland?
[are you prepared? specifically to do it?

6 Trump [Sure! I am willing to do [that?
7 Wallace [Then go ahead, Sir.

Indeed, in spite of his repeated declarations of willingness (“Sure!” at lines 4
and 6) to comply with Wallace’s (and then Biden’s at line 12) request to per-
form an expressive act of political condemnation, Trump first pivots back (line 8)
to denounce the left and then pretends not to be able to identify who the target of
the required condemnation should be: “What do you wanna call them? Give me
a name.” “Who do you want me to condemn?” (lines 13 and 15):

8 Trump But I would say almost everything I see is from the [left-wing not from the
right-wing.

9 Wallace [So what do
what are you are [saying?

10 Trump [Look I am willing to do anything I wanna see [peace
11 Wallace [Then do it, Sir.
12 Biden Say it? Do it? Say it?
13 Trump you wanna call them?

What do you wanna call them? Give me a [name. Give me (a) name?
14 Wallace [white supremacists.
15 Trump go ahead who do you want me to condemn? [Who?
16 Wallace [white supremacists and right-

wing supremacists
((undistinguishable overlapping
speech))

17 Trump [white Proud Boys

According to Searle’s (1976) classification of illocutionary speech acts, condem-
nations are expressive speech acts in that they entail expressing a critical stance
toward a violation of a rule and/or strong moral disapproval of prior transgres-
sive acts. As Kampf and Katriel (2016, 4) point out, in order to be successful,
condemnations require that (1) speakers identify a past action as transgressive
of a norm (preparatory condition); (2) perceive such action as deplorable, that
is, as (a) having some negative effect and/or (b) as something they would not
do (sincerity condition); (3) represent the transgressive act in their speech
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(propositional condition); and (4) use a linguistic formula or a performative
verb expressing a condemnation (essential condition).18

Interestingly, despite his apparent uptake and stated intention to comply with
Wallace’s request, Trump fails to perform all the four required conditions. Not
only he refuses to identify the facticity and (moral unacceptability) of prior deplor-
able acts and to identify the perpetrators of such acts (conditions 1, 2, and 3), but
when it comes to actually expressing the required condemnation and to commit
his white supremacist supporters to a future course of events, he changes the form
and the meaning of the directive verb (“stand down”) Wallace had invited him to
use and opts, instead, for a different directive. Through a masterful play with prep-
ositions, Trump transforms the phrasal verb originally used by Wallace “stand
down” into an appeal to white power groups to be ready for insurgence (i.e.,
“stand back” and “stand by” at line 18). Unable to contain his bewilderment,
Biden intervenes, highlighting how even FBI director Christopher Wray expressed
concern about domestic terrorism and white supremacist violence:

18 Trump Proud Boys? stand back? and stand by? but I’ll tell you what? I’ll tell you what?
Somebody has gotta do something about Antifa and the left. Because this is
not a right-wing [problem.

19 Biden [his own? His own? [FBI director said “white supremacists”
((looking astonished))

20 Trump [This is a left-wing [problem. This is a
left-wing problem.

21 Wallace [that’s it. that’s it
((wrapping up))

22 Biden Antifa is an idea, not an [organization. Not militia. That’s what his his FBI FBI
director said.

23 Trump [Oh you gotta be kiddin’me ((interrupting Biden))
24 Biden [That is his FBI director. ((looking astonished)
25 Wallace [Gentlemen we’re going to go on to the next—
26 Trump [Well then you know what? He is wrong. ((addressing

Biden and his point about the FBI director))

The metapragmatics of Trump’s condemnation of the Proud Boys’ actions
blatantly contradicts shared pragmatic principles of interaction. Indeed, rather
than condemning white power groups, Trump expressed “an unambiguous
call to them to be ready” (Belew 2020). Trump’s metapragmatic gaslighting
conduct was also recognized and criticized by Republican Tim Scott, the only
Black Republican in the Senate, who, suggesting that the president “misspoke”

18. Kampf and Katriel’s (2016) analysis is clearly based on culturally specific notions of intentionality and
(in-)sincerity (see Duranti [1993], among others).
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in failing to explicitly condemn white supremacists and violent right-wing groups,
urged him (unsuccessfully) “to correct” his comments. The next section examines
a different case of “misspeak,” which, according to Trump, entailed a deliberate
misquote by the media. Let us take a closer look at this alleged incident.

The Metapragmatics of Quotes and Misquotes
Another remarkable instance of Trump’s metapragmatic gaslighting practices
occurred during one of the daily Coronavirus Task Force briefings held at the
White House during the first pandemic spring. In this second example, Trump
recruits another person, CDC director Robert Redfield, to rectify the fact that
themedia had “totallymisquoted him.” In order to understand the excerpt some
additional background context is needed. On April 21, 2020, aWashington Post
headline announced that: “CDC director warns second wave of coronavirus is
likely to be even more devastating.” The article (Sun 2020) stated that:

Even as states move ahead with plans to reopen their economies, the
director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention warned Tues-
day that a second wave of the novel coronavirus will be far more dire be-
cause it is likely to coincide with the start of flu season.

In her piece, Sun (2020) went on to quote what Redfield himself had said in his
interview with the Washington Post:

“There’s a possibility that the assault of the virus on our nation next win-
ter will actually be even more difficult than the one we just went through. . . .
And when I’ve said this to others, they kind of put their head back, they
don’t understand what I mean. We’re going to have the flu epidemic and
the coronavirus epidemic at the same time.”

The article then continued to quote Redfield, albeit this time without enclosing
his words within quotation marks:

Having two simultaneous respiratory outbreaks would put unimagin-
able strain on the health-care system, he said.

The following day (April 22, 2020), during the usual briefing, President Trump
expressed great discontent toward the Press and accused the Washington Post
of having “totally misquoted” Redfield’s original words. Here Trump’s (vicar-
ious) metapragmatic gaslighting tactic aims to characterize an accurate quote
as misquote. The speech below is a slight adaptation of the transcript available
on C-Span.org (an online cable channel that offers complete coverage of the
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House and Senate congressional hearings and White House events). The most
significant passages are highlighted in bold and the time codes (TC) refer to the
video that can be viewed on said platform:19

Trump: I do wanna mention a man who’s done a very good job for us:
Dr. Robert Redfield. He was totally misquoted in the media on a state-
ment about the fall season and the virus. Totally misquoted. I spoke to
him. He said it was ridiculous. He was talking about the flu and corona
coming together at the same time. And corona could be just some little
flare-ups that we’ll take care of. We’re going to knock it out. We’ll knock
it out fast. But that’s what he was referring to “coming together at the
same time.” (TC 01:08)

After having introduced the metapragmatic issue he wanted Redfield to rectify,
Trump expressed his usual abrasive criticism toward the media and invited
Dr. Redfield to take the floor to straighten things out:

And I think rather than waiting, I’d ask Dr. Redfield to come up, say
a couple of words just to straighten that out, because he didn’t say it was
a big—a big explosion. The headline in theWashington Post was totally in-
accurate. The statement wasn’t bad in the Post, but the headline was ridicu-
lous, which is—as I say, that’s fake news. And CNN is fake news like crazy,
and they had just totally the wrong story, which they knew.Theywere asked
to change it, and they wouldn’t do that. And it was false. . . . So I’ll ask
Dr. Redfield, . . . to come up and explain. Please. Thank you, Doctor.(TC01:40)

Redfield promptly complied with the president’s request and launched himself
into a rather clumsy explanation of how he was allegedly misquoted:

Thank you, Mr. President. I really do think it’s important to clarify this
as we build the confidence of the American people. . . .When I commented
yesterday that there was a possibility of the fall, winter . . . it could bemore
difficult, more complicated when we had two respiratory illnesses circu-
lating at the same time: influenza and the Coronavirus-19. (TC 02:23)

Redfield first tried to draw a distinction between “worse” and “more complicated”:

But I think it’s really important to emphasize what I didn’t say. I
didn’t say that this was going to be worse. I said it was going to bemore

19. https://www.c-span.org/video/?471421-1/president-trump-voices-disagreement-georgia-governor-reopening
-plan.
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complic— or more difficult and potentially complicated because we’ll
have flu and coronavirus circulating at the same time. (TC 02:49)

As it soon became clear, however, the Washington Post did not misquote
Redfield. On the contrary, the paper accurately reported Redfield’s actual words.
As his speech unfolded, Redfield appeared caught up in a nearly impossible at-
tempt to disentangle himself from the metapragmatic predicament created for
him by Trump.20 Redfield, thus, sought to explain that although he was not ac-
tually misquoted, theWashington Post did not adequately understand the per-
locutionary goal of his statement, which should have been interpreted as “an ap-
peal” to the American citizens “to embrace” the flu shot “with confidence”:

The key eh eh to my comments and the reason that I really wanted to
stress themwas to appeal to the American public to embrace the flu vac-
cine with confidence. One of the greatest tools we have as we go through
the fall-winter season that we’re into is to get the American public to em-
brace the influenza vaccine and therebyminimize the impact of flu to be the
co-respiratory disease that we confront. Thank you very much. (TC 04:18)

Noticing Redfield’s embarrassed reaction, a journalist began to press him about
the accuracy of the metapragmatic qualification of “having been misquoted”:

Press: Could I just ask a follow-up on that, Dr. Redfield? Sir? Just to
clarify your comments? (TC 04:50)

In vain Trump sought to prevent the questioning by claiming that there was
nothing to follow up to. He kept on insisting that the Washington Post com-
pletely misquoted Redfield and misunderstood the ultimate goal (i.e., perlo-
cutionary intention) of the Doctor’s statement, that is, encouraging people to
get their seasonal flu shot:

Trump: I don’t know what’s to follow up. He was misquoted. Totally
misquoted. He said they could come together. . . . And his whole pur-
pose in making the statement was to get a flu shot, so that next fall we
don’t have such a big season of flu. (TC 04:54)

The journalist, in fact, persevered in his attempt to clarify the metapragmatic
point raised by Trump’s claim that Redfield had been misquoted and misinter-
preted. To do so, the journalist directly addressed Redfield, reading out to him
the actual quote from theWashington Post. As Nakassis (2012, 624) points out,

20. The contradictory claim was noticed by the Post itself (Blake 2020).
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citations (whether direct or indirect) are always made visible through a series
of semiotic metamarks, which may include punctuation (e.g., colons and quo-
tation marks), sentence structure (e.g., deployment of verba dicendi and of the
complementizer “that”), indexical elements (e.g., pronouns, demonstratives, tem-
poral and locative adverbials, etc.) that may shift according to direct and indirect
speech frames. In reanimating the quote from theWashington Post, the journalist,
thus, emphasized the semiotic cues indicating that Redfield’s words were actually
a citation (i.e., pronominal deixis I and they and the citational framing “they quoted
you as saying”):

Press: Okay. So, Dr. Redfield, the Washington Post—which, you did
the interview with them—they quoted you as saying: “There’s a possibil-
ity that the assault of the virus on our nation next winter will actually be
much—evenmore difficult than the one we just went through.And when
I’ve said this to others, they’ve kind of put their head back, they don’t
understand what I mean. We’re going to have the flu epidemic and the
coronavirus epidemic at the same time.” Is that what you said to the
Washington Post? (TC 05:34)

Redfield had thus to admit that the quote read aloud by the journalist was ac-
curate, but insisted in claiming that what he meant by it was not that the situ-
ation was going to be “worse,” but just “more difficult,” due to the likely circu-
lation of two viruses at the same time:

Redfield: Yeah, that’s what I was trying to say to you just a minute
ago—that the issue that I was talking about, about beingmore difficult,
is that we’re going to have two viruses circulating the same time. . . . so the
comment that Imade “it’smore difficult.” doesn’t mean it’s going to be
more impossible. It doesn’t mean it’s going to be more, as some people
have said, “worse.” It just means it’s going to be difficult because we
have to distinguish between the two. And what I was wanting to do
and what I want to do again here is appeal to the American public to . . .
help, . . . by getting the flu vaccine and taking flu out of the picture.
(TC 05:58)

The journalist insisted:

No, but—but, I’m sorry, but that quote that I just read was accurate—
right, sir? Because that’s the quote from the Washington Post. You were
accurately quoted, correct? (TC 07:06)
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Eventually, Redfield gave in and slightly bowing toward the journalist (fig. 5)
had to admit that he had not been misquoted: “I’m accurately quoted in the
Washington Post as ‘difficult.’ ” But he insisted in adding that: “the headline
was inappropriate.”

Redfiled’s capitulation shows how Trump’s attempts at coopting others into
his signature gaslighting are not always successful, which, in turn, suggests how
the tactic is strongly associated with Trump’s political persona. Metapragmatic
gaslighting is, indeed, inflected with a markedly personalist bend. In her discus-
sion of the metapragmatic production of specific structures of agency and per-
sonhood, Jane Hill (2000) described the key role played, within US political dis-
course, by the implicit belief that the meaning of utterances is determined by
the speaker’s intentions. As my analysis illustrates, Trump’s manipulation of
facts is mediated by deceptive metapragmatic commentaries on what he actu-
ally does with language. By engaging in metapragmatic gaslighting, Trump
projects a highly agentive political persona—one who is capable of subverting
implicit norms of interaction (e.g., what counts as a misquote or how to perform

Figure 5. Robert Redfield bowing toward the press as he acknowledges he had not been
misquoted (screenshot by author).
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a condemnation) and, at times, even reformulate the pragmatic rules that regu-
late the relation between words and their denotata. A case in point is illustrated
by another dispute (discussed in the next section) on how to identify the ana-
phoric reference of a pronoun in a given sentence.

The Metapragmatics of Pronominal Reference
My final example of Trump’s metapragmatic gaslighting entails the manipula-
tion of pronominal reference and illustrates how Trump seeks to subvert estab-
lished pragmatic norms for inferring relations of co-reference between a pro-
noun and a nominal antecedent. In this excerpt drawn from the Corona Task
Force briefing occurred on March 16, 2020, a journalist explicitly questioned
Trump’s use of language, by calling him out on the expression “under tremen-
dous control.” The question came after Trump had been offering a somewhat
muddled report on the initiatives undertaken by the federal government re-
garding paid sick leaves for employees infected with COVID-19, the availability
of ICU beds, and the provision of medical equipment: “we’re ordering tre-
mendous numbers of ventilators, respirators, masks . . . and they’re coming,
and we have quite a few at this point. I think, Mike, we have a lot.”21 In light of
the somewhat confused account provided by the president, reporter Kaitlan
Collins pointed out that the picture emerging from the report did not suggest
that the pandemic was on the verge of disappearing anytime soon, which con-
tradicted the bold statement Trump had made the day before:

Journalist: Okay. And yesterday, you said that this was “under tre-
mendous control.” Do you want to revisit that statement if we are go-
ing to be experiencing this until July or August—five more months ahead
of where we are now? (TC 16:49)

Indeed, during the briefing occurred the day before (March 15, 2020), Trump
had claimed that: “It’s a very contagious virus. It’s incredible. But it’s something
we have tremendous control of.”22 As the journalist pointed out in her question,
the scenario provided by the experts clearly clashed with the idea of the virus
was being under tremendous control. Indeed, in that same briefing, Anthony
Fauci, the chief medical advisor to the president, had declared that “the worst
is yet ahead of us.”23

21. For the full video and transcript of the meeting, see https://www.c-span.org/video/?470396-1/president
-trump-coronavirus-task-force-issue-guidelines-public.

22. https://www.c-span.org/video/?470343-2/washington-journal-news-headlines-viewer-calls.
23. https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/fact-check-trump-control-coronavirus/index.html.
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Trump’s answer to the journalist, however, did not address the factual do-
main of the pandemic situation, but it rather focused on the anaphoric reference
of the pronouns he had used and revolved around an attempt at providing a
different interpretation for the full noun phrase the pronouns it and something
referred to. Contrary to the journalist’s understanding and to the general pragmatic
rule according to which a pronoun anaphoric reference is to be retrieved in the
most recently mentioned entity that syntactically matches the pronoun, Trump
explained that his sentence should not be construed as meaning that he had said
that COVID-19 was under control. What he meant was, instead, that the gov-
ernment’s efforts to control the situation displayed remarkable control and co-
ordination. Trump’s metapragmatic gaslighing effort was thus aimed at suggest-
ing that the correct interpretation for his sentence was that the “control was
under tremendous control”:

Trump:Well,when I’m talking about control, I’m sayingWE are do-
ing a very good job within the confines of what we’re dealing with. We’re
doing a very good job. There’s been a— there’s been a tremendous eh
amount eh of the way they’re working together. They’re working hand-
in-hand. I think they’re doing, really, a great job. And from that standpoint,
that’s what I was referring to. Yeah, Steve, go ahead. ((Trumps dismisses
the journalist to take another question)) (TC 17:30)

Trump’s twisted tautological self-exegesis left the questioner baffled. The jour-
nalist, thus, pressed Trump to clarify the actual referent of the pronoun it. At-
tempting to expose Trump’s contradiction with his own March 15 statements,
the journalist (fig. 6) first tried to lead him to agree that the COVID-19 out-
break was all but under control:

Journalist: But you’re not saying “it’s [COVID-19 is] under con-
trol,” right? (TC 17:20)

Trump readily agreed that no, by “it,” he did not mean COVID-19, which
could not possibly be under control:

Trump: I’m not referring to “it” meaning the5 (TC 17:22)
Journalist: 5coronavirus? ((offering
the word)) (TC 17:24)

Trump: Yeah, if you’re talking about the virus— (TC 17:26)
Journalist: Yeah. (TC 17:27)

Trump emphasized that indeed nowhere in the world the virus was under con-
trol and implied that nobody of sound mind could make such claim:
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Trump: No, that’s not under control for any place in the world. . . .
(TC 17:28)

It is worth noticing that by stating that COVID-19 was rampant everywhere in
the world, Trump could both downplay responsibility for the virus not being
under control in the United States and provide evidentiary corroboration for
his denial that he ever intended that “it” referred to COVID-19. The journalist thus
remarked that by saying that “it” should not be construed as referring to “COVID-
19” (being under control), Trump was contradicting himself given that the day be-
fore he had actually stated that “it” (meaningCOVID-19) was indeed under control:

Journalist:Okay. Yesterday you had said it was, so I just . . . wanted to
clarify. (TC 17:30)

Figure 6. Reporter Kaitlan Collins: “Do you want to revisit that statement?” (screenshot
by author).
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Trump, however, firmly sticking to his metapragmatic gaslighting, insisted in
denying that he ever intended to connect the pronoun it to the noun phrase
“the virus” and eventually dismissed the journalist by taking another question:

Trump: No, I didn’t. I was talking about what we’re doing is under
control. But I’m not talking about the virus. Yes, please ((turning to
another journalist)) (TC 17:32)

As many have noticed, Trump’s irreverent use of profanities, his exclamatory
and hyperbolic style, and his discursive incoherence often paired with straight
ungrammatical constructs (see McIntosh [2020] for an excellent overview) are
far from casual and have greatly contributed to Trump’s political success. Most
observers and commentators, however, have focused on a number of overt se-
mantic and grammatical features, paying less attention to more subtle and less
segmentable and lexicalized features of language.24 The exchanges I analyzed
above indicate that an important (albeit not fully explored) aspect of Trump’s
eccentric discursive style concerns his metapragmatic subversion of language
use rules.

In a seminal article, Silverstein (1981) pointed out the limits of ordinary
metalinguistic awareness and noted that the referential function of language
is generally available to speakers’ for conscious comment, while other pragmatic
and indexical functions seem to escape speakers’ awareness (especially when
these indexical and pragmatic elements are capable of creatively transforming
the context of interaction). Drawing on the analysis of Trump’s metapragmatic
subversions, I argue that departing from an exclusive focus on the referential
function of language (and from the narrow correspondence between language
and object) and attending to linguistic processes that fall beyond speakers’
metalinguistic awareness may provide an exit strategy from the intellectual bot-
tlenecks of our present post-truth era.

Conclusion
Our present moment is fraught with concerns about the manipulation and the
arbitration of truth and is characterized by a pervasive reformulation of long-
standing structures of knowledge and agency. Newnotions of truth and responsibility

24. But see some excellent analyses of nondenotational aspects such as Trump’s manipulation of discursive
alignments (Sierra and Shrikant 2020), conversational implicatures (Hodges 2020) and gestural interdis-
cursivity (Hall et al. 2016).
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are redefining contemporary forms of material and immaterial production dis-
seminating novel standards of transparency, accountability, and new notions of
citizenship and entrepreneurialism (see, among others, Strathern 2000; West
and Sanders 2003; Gershon 2011). Often delegated to the media industry and
to fact-checking firms, the efforts to ascertain real facts from fake news consti-
tute a prominent feature of the public sphere in the United States and beyond
(Ho and Cavanaugh 2019; Overell and Nicholls 2019). The ongoing viral con-
tagion has enhanced the tensions between reality and its representation, saturat-
ing our mediascapes with a profusion of epidemiological and statistical data and
exacerbating collective anxieties about the arbitration of truth. This article en-
gaged the nexus between political discourse and contemporary concerns about
truth and facticity. Based on examples extracted from public speeches performed
during the first phase of the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, I explored Trump’s
metapragmatic discourse as a tactic of political self-presentation and epistemic
manipulation.

Since his first appearance on the political stage, Trump’s talk has become the
object of remarkable attention due to a series of distinctive features such as a
profuse use of adjectival phrases, expletive utterances, hyperbolic statements,
and performative epistemic modals (i.e., commissives like “I promise,” “I swear,”
“I assure”). By deploying these discursive features Trump expresses “depth of
conviction” (McIntosh 2020, 27) and epistemic commitment to the truth of his
sentences’ propositional content. Although (or precisely because) he provides
no evidential grounds (i.e., no indication of the source of information his claims
are based on and proof that corroborates the truth value of his assertions) for
his statements, Trump is able to present himself as referentially straightforward
and capable of assertive stance-taking acts. Through these discursive moves,
Trump conceals his metapragmatic manipulations and the ideological coeffi-
cient of his statements, appearing as a charismatic speaking subject who has full
cognitive and pragmatic control of the world.

These discursive features have greatly contributed to Trump’s success as a
populist president in that they seem to respond to the sweeping metalinguistic
preoccupations (held by wide sectors of the conservatives and the progressives
alike) that—due to the overly cautionary approach embraced by advocates of
the so-called political correctness (PC)—words have departed from their refer-
ents and utterances have lost their illocutionary force. By defying the allegedly
unassertive and hypocritical talk of PC liberals, Trump promotes a highly per-
sonalist view of meaning (Rosaldo 1981; Duranti 1988, 1993; Hill 2000, 2008)
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and a ludic form of authoritarianism (Dent 2019), which, in turn, are based on a
bold and irreverent approach to expert opinion and scientific evidence but also
on open disobedience to the conventional pragmatic principles of interaction.
Aside from conferring him an aura of authenticity (Stolee and Caton 2018,
157), Trump’s norm-shattering approach to speech has been driven by the effort
to manufacture a distinctive way of using language as a means to project the image
of an unfiltered, transparent, emotionally earnest, referentially direct, and morally
authentic political leader, who is a champion of both semantic candor and moral
character. In this perspective, Trump’s techniques of self-presentation are meant
to appeal to those “who are not afraid of speak their minds,” who refuse to self-
censorship to protect the oversensitive and who, like him, “do not have time for
total political correctness” (McIntosh 2020, 9–10).

My analysis aimed to illustrate the important role that metapragmatic medi-
ation plays in Trump’s tactics of epistemic manipulation. Originating from the
title of a 1940s film, gaslighting has been described as a form of psychological
abuse whereby false information is deliberately presented as true. By represent-
ing as a misquote what was in fact a verbatim citation or by blurring the distinc-
tion between political endorsement and condemnation of alt-right white su-
premacists, Trump is not only able to practice “plausible deniability” (Hodges
2020) and assert his preferred version of truth, but he can also perform a char-
ismatic political persona based on a proprietary ideology of meaning: “You
are not entitled to interpret the meaning of my utterances because I am the only
one who gets to decide over their interpretation.” These epistemic tactics allow
Trump to promote a personalist view of meaning-making processes—one that
denies the interlocutors’ collaboration and represents meaning as established
solely by the speaker’s will (Duranti 1993; Hill 2000).

To go back to my opening vignette, within a public discourse pervaded by
continuous gaslighting, Kamala Harris’s “I’m speaking” statement stood out
as a memorable (and nearly revolutionary) example of metapragmatic candor.
Indeed, one of the consequences of Trump’s flabbergasting metapragmatic con-
duct is that, much like gaslit people exposed to the epistemic violence of pro-
tracted manipulation, those who are critical of his politics often strive to estab-
lish some sort of universal immovable truth as a reaction to Trump’s blatant and
reiterated discursive deception. The risk, however, is that, as we try to ascertain
the real from the fake, we plummet into a fact-checking obsession and, clinging
to an untenable binary between objective truths and “alternative facts,” we lose
track of the importance of taking a stance—a political one—about what we
deem right and what we consider discriminatory and unjust.
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